SOLEORGANIZER, LLC
PROFESSIONAL RESUME
Purposeful and Intentional Organizing + Lifestyle Blogger and
Organizing Consultant that educates, guides and empowers the
everyday person to get organized with tips that are budgetfriendly and simple. Expert at identifying functional and
effective organizing & lifestyle products that solve a problem
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and enhance the lives of target audience.
EXPERIENCE:
CEO & Founder of SoleOrganizer, LLC: 2014-Present
Responsible for organizing multiple clients' spaces by decluttering and implementing organizational systems and
products to ensure an organized and functional space; i.e.
closets, office spaces + pantries.
Creates, designs and edits blog + newsletter content for
target audience related to organization, productivity and decluttering tips.
PUBLIC SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENTS:
Young Nonprofit Professionals Network of DC, Washington,
D.C.: October 2017
Presented to an intimate group of individuals employed by
non-profits and shared actionable tips on how to prevent
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clutter and promote productivity with limited guidance from
management. The group walked away gaining a better
understanding of how to implement the tips at work to
enhance their productivity and work ethic.
Charles E. Miller, Howard County Library, Columbia, MD:
May 2017
Presented to an audience of 25 registrants discussing how to
get organized in the New Year. Shared simple "how to" steps
to de-clutter and promoted organizing products to utilize.
Audience left the presentation feeling encouraged to
organize theri own space(s).
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effective organizing & lifestyle products that solve a problem
and enhance the lives of target audience.
BRANDING PARTNERSHIPS:
KiOStorage: 2018
Promoted and highlight shelving unit which maximizes vertical
storage space and organization. Ability to engage audience
regarding the functionality and purpose of the product.
Samsill Corp.: 2017-2018
Blogged and showcased various notebooks, binders and storage
boxes which engaged target audience to get organized and
boost productivity. Products were styled and shown how to use
to maximize organization and order.
FEATURES & MENTIONS:
Business.com: Feb. 2017
Discussed office organization tips
TeenVogue.com: Oct. 2016
Discussed productivity tips
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LifeGetsOrganized: Mar. 2016
Guest blogger discussing upcycling items within the home
SKILL-SET:
Adheres to timely deadlines
Utilizes creativity to engage target audience
Creates engaging, intentional and authentic content
Blogging + Social media promotion
Fun, witty, unique and "thinks outside the box" mindset

